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a small and extremely poor islamic country yemen is located on the edge of the arab world in the southernmost corner of the
arabian peninsula it was the product of the unification of the yemen arab republic and the people s democratic republic of
yemen in may 1990 the location of the two yemens on the world s busiest sea lane at the southern end of the red sea where asia
almost meets africa gave them strategic significance from the start of the age of imperialism through the cold war more vital
today is the fact that yemen shares a long border with oil rich saudi arabia and is a key to efforts both to spread and to end
global revolutionary islam and its use of terror the second edition of the historical dictionary of yemen has been thoroughly
updated and greatly expanded through its list of acronyms and abbreviations a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography
and over 800 cross referenced dictionary entries greater attention has been given to foreign affairs economic institutions and
policies social issues religion and politics the third edition of the historical dictionary of the democratic republic of the congo
looks back at the nearly 48 years of independence over a century of colonial rule and even earlier kingdoms and groups that
shared the territory this is done through a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and over 800 cross referenced
dictionary entries on civil wars mutinies notable people places events and cultural practices the historical dictionary of the british
empire covers its history through a chronology an introductory essay appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary
section has over 700 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture
the history of eritrea is told in this reference through a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and over 500 cross
referenced dictionary entries on significant persons events places organizations and other aspects of eritrea s history from the
earliest times to the present this book is an excellent access point for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more
about eritrea the historical dictionary of ethiopia second edition covers the history of ethiopia through a chronology an
introductory essay appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has several hundred cross referenced
entries on important personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture this book is an excellent access point
for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about ethiopia cameroon is a country endowed with a variety of
climates and agricultural environments numerous minerals substantial forests and a dynamic population it is a country that
should be a leader of africa instead we find a country almost paralyzed by corruption and poor management a country with a low
life expectancy and serious health problems and a country from which the most talented and highly educated members of the
population are emigrating in large numbers although cameroon has made economic progress since independence it has not
been able to change the dependent nature of its economy the economic situation combined with the dismal record of its political
history indicate that prospects for political stability justice and prosperity are dimmer than they have been for most of the
country s independent existence the fourth edition of the historical dictionary of the republic of cameroon has been updated to
reflect advances in the study of cameroon s history as well as to provide coverage of the years since the last edition it relates
the turbulent history of cameroon through a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and over 600 cross referenced
dictionary entries on significant persons events places organizations and other aspects of cameroon history from the earliest
times to the present historical dictionary of the russian federation provides insight into this rapidly developing country the
volume includes coverage of pivotal movements events and persons in the late soviet union 1985 1991 and contemporary russia
1991 present as well as detailed entries covering the country s expansive geography unique culture diverse ethnic groups and
complex political and social environment this is done through a chronology an introductory essay maps a bibliography and over
600 cross referenced dictionary entries on significant persons events places and organizations this dictionary presents a
balanced and objective view of south korea providing a long perspective and covering varied aspects of south korean life
domestic political and social events foreign affairs economic and cultural developments and the men and women who have
influenced the country s history are reviewed in the more than 400 entries many of which are new or have been updated from
the first edition the dictionary s chronology and historical narrative also updated cover the entire history of korea for the benefit
of readers who have little or no knowledge of the overall history of the korean people the extensive bibliography has been
updated to include the most current and best books journals and websites making this a valuable reference source for the
scholar student and general reader historical dictionary of costa rica contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and an
extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 1 000 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics
economy foreign relations religion and culture historical dictionary of finland third edition contains a chronology an introduction
and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has more than 300 cross referenced entries on important personalities as
well as aspects of the country s politics economy foreign relations religion and culture the second edition which first provides an
overview of the country in the introduction traces the long and complicated history in the chronology and goes into much greater
detail in the dictionary offering 64 new entries as well as updates and revisions to older ones the dictionary presents important
persons places institutions and more in an easily accessible resource significant recent events are discussed including the 1997
98 thai economic crisis and its effects reforms of the national government and the growth in political roles of both businessman
and other middle class members in addition the book updates basic information relative to population growth urbanization and
industrialization of the economy all this is topped off by a solid bibliography making this an essential reference tool turkey is
both an old and a new country while the turks have been living in anatolia for the last millennium the country has gone through
extensive westernization since the end of the 18th century however in the case of turkey tradition has not arrested
modernization rather the traditional has adapted itself to the modern the revival of islam and the emergence of certain ethnic
identities during the recent decades have not led to the reversal of progress in the economy and democracy there is a thriving
private sector and the economy continues to grow at the turn of the 21st century turkey is the only muslim country with a
democratic political system although turkey belongs to both the west and the east its western credentials are more marked it is
a member of the council of europe north atlantic treaty organization nato and organization for economic cooperation and
development oecd and it is presently carrying out negotiations with the european union eu for accession to that union as a full
member the third edition of the historical dictionary of turkey explores the history of this fascinating country through a
chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries on important persons
places events and institutions as well as on significant political economic social and cultural aspects indonesia is asia s third
largest country in both population and area a sprawling tropical archipelago of some 180 million people from hundreds of ethnic
groups with a complex and turbulent history one of asia s newly industrializing countries it is already a major economic
powerhouse in over 800 clear and succinct entries the dictionary covers people places and organizations as well as economics
culture and political thought from indonesia s ancient history up until the recent past includes a comprehensive bibliography
maps chronology list of abbreviations and appendix of election results and major office holders this second edition has been
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thoroughly updated and expanded to cover the events that have occurred in indonesia s history in the past fifteen years the
dictionary covers the history of russia from its founding in the mid ninth century to the reign of peter the great it contains entries
on politics society economy literature religion art while iceland is the second largest inhabited island in europe with only 313 000
inhabitants in 2007 the icelanders form one of the smallest independent nations in the world around two thirds of the population
lives in the capital reykjav k and its suburbs while the rest is spread around the inhabitable area of the country until fairly
recently the icelandic nation was unusually homogeneous both in cultural and religious terms in 1981 around 98 percent of the
nation was born in iceland and 96 percent belonged to the lutheran state church or other lutheran religious sects in 2007 these
numbers were down to 89 and 86 percent respectively reflecting the rapidly growing multicultural nature of icelandic society the
second edition of the historical dictionary of iceland traces iceland s history and provides a compass for the direction the country
is heading this is done through its chronology introductory essays appendixes map bibliography and hundreds of cross
referenced dictionary entries on important persons places events and institutions and significant political economic social and
cultural aspects the republic of moldova claims a european lineage reaching back in time long before its 14th century accession
to statehood in the 15th century it managed against all odds to avoid being conquered by islam and albeit an intermittent vassal
after 1485 it maintained its autonomy and was never turned into a province of the ottoman empire after this period however
moldova would not be so fortunate as it altered between russian romanian and soviet control until it finally gained its
independence in 1991 from the soviet union the second edition of the historical dictionary of moldova through its chronology
introduction appendixes maps bibliography and hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries on important persons places
events and institutions and significant political economic social and cultural aspects traces the history of this small but densely
populated country providing a compass for the direction it is heading historical dictionary of afghanistan fifth edition contains a
chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has more than 1 000 cross referenced entries on
important personalities as well as aspects of the country s politics economy foreign relations religion and culture this third
edition greatly expands on the previous editions through a chronology an introductory essay an expansive bibliography and over
400 cross referenced dictionary entries on significant persons events places organizations and other aspects of polynesian
history from the earliest times to the present togo s history from precolonial times to the present is one of a struggle for identity
and leadership a territory relatively untouched by neighboring pre colonial empires was colonized by both the germans and the
french and even before independence togo was shaped by the struggle for political control by prominent families since the
1990s widespread political movements have striven to unseat the ruling gnassingbé family in power for more than 50 years only
to be repressed by the military or thwarted at the ballot box economically more prosperous compared to many of the other
countries in the west african region togo has diversified its economy from an early dependence on phosphates and has
navigated trade and foreign relations remarkably well for a country of only 7 million people with a territory less than a quarter
the size of neighboring ghana with at least 30 ethnic groups and wide array of languages religions and cultural traditions togo is
representative of the rich diversity of contemporary africa and a vibrant illustration of the dual quest for development and
democracy that characterizes the west african region the fourth edition of historical dictionary of togo contains a chronology an
introduction an extensive bibliography and a dictionary section has over 1 000 cross referenced dictionary entries on important
personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture this book is an excellent resource for students researchers
and anyone wanting to know more about togo this fourth edition of historical dictionary of turkey contains a chronology an
introduction appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 900 cross referenced entries on important
personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture created in 1919 shortly after world war i the league of
nations was principally designed to put an end to war but it went into hibernation when world war ii broke out and was formally
wound up in 1946 not having achieved its primary objective it was deemed a failure however the many accomplishments it did
realize certainly allows for arguments against this idea during its two decade existence the league of nations resolved and
defused many conflicts and crises as well as established a rapport among its members it was also active in many other political
social and technical fields including minorities refugees human rights labor health telecommunications and supervision of former
colonial territories which had become mandates above all the league of nations proved to be training ground for the united
nations and the countless other organizations both governmental and non governmental which now surround us just what the
league of nations was able to do during its brief but hectic career is summed up in this book the dictionary section contains
several hundred cross referenced entries on its founders and supporters its rather small staff and secretariat the various
subordinate or related organizations and their overwhelming tasks the historical background is described in the introduction and
plotted year by year in the chronology while the bibliography points to further reading written by one of the foremost authorities
on niger and west africa the third edition of the historical dictionary provides an updated and easy to use single volume
reference for scholars of west africa and third world development this second edition gives the reader easy access to the history
and contemporary situation of one of the world s ancient civilizations the heart of the work is more than 350 entries on the most
influential political figures and events religious groups and movements economic sectors social institutions and cultural facets
the second edition includes nearly 100 entirely new entries and updates on 43 entries from the first edition an important
difference between the two editions is the inclusion of many more entries on social institutions such as the family and
coffeehouses cultural aspects such as art architecture cinema literature music and theater and economic facets such as inflation
corruption the public sector and efforts at reform there is also expanded coverage on syria s political dynamics with entries on
human rights civil society and security forces the only specific reference work in english this new edition addresses profound
changes in syria s domestic and regional circumstances the domestic political scene witnessed a major transition with the
passing of syria s ruler for 30 years hafiz al asad and the unexpectedly smooth succession of his son bashar as new president in
2000 the regional situation has changed even more since the first edition came out in 1996 peace talks with israel collapsed in
2000 and three years later the united states invaded iraq beginning an occupation of syria s neighbor for an indeterminate
period with incalculable consequences in addition to the a to z dictionary the second edition contains a chronology that presents
fairly general information on early centuries and becomes quite detailed for the most recent years the bibliography also reflects
significant changes in research on syria not only does the bibliographical essay highlight important new monographs it
introduces the reader to credible internet resources for guides to travel and popular culture as well as news and statistical data
at major international organizations the fourth edition of the historical dictionary of mali through its chronology bibliography
introductory essay and over 500 cross referenced dictionary entries on important persons places events and institutions and
significant political economic social and cultural this third edition of historical dictionary of malta contains a chronology an
introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 300 cross referenced entries on important
personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture reaches well beyond politics and warfare into the economy
society art music literature and religion additionally there is a look at the welfare state and at danish relations with the european
union and countries outside of europe this third edition of historical dictionary of slovenia contains a chronology an introduction
appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 500 cross referenced entries on important
personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture the historical dictionary of iraq begins with the earliest
civilizations and covers the many periods that followed ranging from the history of ancient mesopotamia to the abbasid empire
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to present day iraq included are a historical overview a country profile a review of the economy oil fauna and political institution
coverage of the iran iraq war and coverage of the kuwait invasion and the second gulf war and other conflicts the major ethnic
groups such as the kurds the turkumans and the assyrians islam and muslim sects christianity and christian sects as well as
other religious groups are profiled dictionary entries also highlight the main political religious and ideological parties groups and
organizations major historical personalities languages literature and cultural elements a broad range of topics both ancient and
modern are dealt with throughout the introduction and the dictionary and a comprehensive bibliography complements this
extensive historical reference this second edition of historical dictionary of new england contains a chronology an introduction
appendix and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 700 cross referenced entries on important personalities
places institutions and events located on the southern most tip of the balkan peninsula in europe s southeast greece is a small
country of some 11 million people and while few people have a longer history than the greeks modern greece is a fairly young
country having been founded in 1830 greece has come a long way since then it has been a client state first of britain and then of
the united states for much of its modern existence but now it has secured an equal place at the top tables of nato and the eu the
historical dictionary of modern greece explores the modern history of this country through a chronology an introductory essay a
bibliography and hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries on important persons places events and institutions as well as
on significant political economic social and cultural aspects entries are clear concise and commendably to date useful for nearly
any audience from the secondary level on up an absolute necessity for any library interested in costa rica arba provides a quick
reference to a nation whose history reaches back to 10 000 bc includes material from all major periods 14th century to the
present as separate entities and later a unified state the caribbean islands of trinidad and tobago boast very unique histories
initially claimed by the spanish in 1498 these territories were affected by the imperialist thrusts of various european nations
including the french british and dutch the mercantilist infiltrations of these groups particularly in the 18th century led to the
islands belated development as sugar producers and particularly trinidad as a cradle of migration world war ii and the
development of the oil and tourism industries in the 20th century transformed the economies culture and society of these
islands the country has been one of the most important in the region in relation to economic and political leadership and as a
centre of cultural development historical dictionary of trinidad and tobago contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and
an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 500 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics
economy foreign relations religion and culture this book is an excellent resource for students researchers and anyone wanting to
know more about trinidad and tobago this second edition of historical dictionary of norway contains a chronology an introduction
and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 300 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics
economy foreign relations religion and culture this fourth edition of the historical dictionary of the sudan covers the history of
sudan through a chronology an introductory essay appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 700
hundred cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture this book is
an excellent access point for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about the sudan this fourth edition of
historical dictionary of australia covers its history through entries on important personalities politics economy foreign relations
religion and culture the history of the chinese cultural revolution through a chronology introduction glossary extensive
bibliography and more than 400 cross referenced dictionary entries provided by publisher historical dictionary of leibniz s
philosophy second edition contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has more
than 500 cross referenced entries on leibniz s philosophy written work teachers contemporaries and philosophers influenced by
him el salvador might be the smallest country in central america by territory but it has had a significant impact on the region
and played an important role in u s foreign policy toward latin america the country s history is intertwined with the struggles for
self determination and sovereignty both from spanish colonial domination and after independence from the rule of foreign
caudillos and its stronger neighbors such as mexico and guatemala the country had an important role in united states policies
toward latin america during the cold war the historical dictionary of el salvador contains a chronology an introduction appendixes
and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 200 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics
economy foreign relations religion and culture this book is an excellent access point for students researchers and anyone
wanting to know more about el salvador
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Historical Dictionary of Yemen 2010
a small and extremely poor islamic country yemen is located on the edge of the arab world in the southernmost corner of the
arabian peninsula it was the product of the unification of the yemen arab republic and the people s democratic republic of
yemen in may 1990 the location of the two yemens on the world s busiest sea lane at the southern end of the red sea where asia
almost meets africa gave them strategic significance from the start of the age of imperialism through the cold war more vital
today is the fact that yemen shares a long border with oil rich saudi arabia and is a key to efforts both to spread and to end
global revolutionary islam and its use of terror the second edition of the historical dictionary of yemen has been thoroughly
updated and greatly expanded through its list of acronyms and abbreviations a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography
and over 800 cross referenced dictionary entries greater attention has been given to foreign affairs economic institutions and
policies social issues religion and politics

Historical Dictionary of the Democratic Republic of the Congo 2009-10-01
the third edition of the historical dictionary of the democratic republic of the congo looks back at the nearly 48 years of
independence over a century of colonial rule and even earlier kingdoms and groups that shared the territory this is done through
a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and over 800 cross referenced dictionary entries on civil wars mutinies
notable people places events and cultural practices

Historical Dictionary of the British Empire 2015-05-07
the historical dictionary of the british empire covers its history through a chronology an introductory essay appendixes and an
extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 700 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy
foreign relations religion and culture

Historical Dictionary of Eritrea 2010-10-14
the history of eritrea is told in this reference through a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and over 500 cross
referenced dictionary entries on significant persons events places organizations and other aspects of eritrea s history from the
earliest times to the present this book is an excellent access point for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more
about eritrea

Historical Dictionary of Ethiopia 2013-04-11
the historical dictionary of ethiopia second edition covers the history of ethiopia through a chronology an introductory essay
appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has several hundred cross referenced entries on important
personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture this book is an excellent access point for students
researchers and anyone wanting to know more about ethiopia

Historical Dictionary of the Republic of Cameroon 2010-05-03
cameroon is a country endowed with a variety of climates and agricultural environments numerous minerals substantial forests
and a dynamic population it is a country that should be a leader of africa instead we find a country almost paralyzed by
corruption and poor management a country with a low life expectancy and serious health problems and a country from which
the most talented and highly educated members of the population are emigrating in large numbers although cameroon has
made economic progress since independence it has not been able to change the dependent nature of its economy the economic
situation combined with the dismal record of its political history indicate that prospects for political stability justice and
prosperity are dimmer than they have been for most of the country s independent existence the fourth edition of the historical
dictionary of the republic of cameroon has been updated to reflect advances in the study of cameroon s history as well as to
provide coverage of the years since the last edition it relates the turbulent history of cameroon through a chronology an
introductory essay a bibliography and over 600 cross referenced dictionary entries on significant persons events places
organizations and other aspects of cameroon history from the earliest times to the present

Historical Dictionary of the Russian Federation 2010-05-13
historical dictionary of the russian federation provides insight into this rapidly developing country the volume includes coverage
of pivotal movements events and persons in the late soviet union 1985 1991 and contemporary russia 1991 present as well as
detailed entries covering the country s expansive geography unique culture diverse ethnic groups and complex political and
social environment this is done through a chronology an introductory essay maps a bibliography and over 600 cross referenced
dictionary entries on significant persons events places and organizations

Historical Dictionary of the Republic of Korea 2004
this dictionary presents a balanced and objective view of south korea providing a long perspective and covering varied aspects
of south korean life domestic political and social events foreign affairs economic and cultural developments and the men and
women who have influenced the country s history are reviewed in the more than 400 entries many of which are new or have
been updated from the first edition the dictionary s chronology and historical narrative also updated cover the entire history of
korea for the benefit of readers who have little or no knowledge of the overall history of the korean people the extensive
bibliography has been updated to include the most current and best books journals and websites making this a valuable
reference source for the scholar student and general reader

Historical Dictionary of Costa Rica 2018-11-16
historical dictionary of costa rica contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary
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section has over 1 000 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture

Historical Dictionary of Finland 2021-08-15
historical dictionary of finland third edition contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary
section has more than 300 cross referenced entries on important personalities as well as aspects of the country s politics
economy foreign relations religion and culture

Historical Dictionary of Thailand 2005-10-04
the second edition which first provides an overview of the country in the introduction traces the long and complicated history in
the chronology and goes into much greater detail in the dictionary offering 64 new entries as well as updates and revisions to
older ones the dictionary presents important persons places institutions and more in an easily accessible resource significant
recent events are discussed including the 1997 98 thai economic crisis and its effects reforms of the national government and
the growth in political roles of both businessman and other middle class members in addition the book updates basic information
relative to population growth urbanization and industrialization of the economy all this is topped off by a solid bibliography
making this an essential reference tool

Historical Dictionary of Turkey 2009
turkey is both an old and a new country while the turks have been living in anatolia for the last millennium the country has gone
through extensive westernization since the end of the 18th century however in the case of turkey tradition has not arrested
modernization rather the traditional has adapted itself to the modern the revival of islam and the emergence of certain ethnic
identities during the recent decades have not led to the reversal of progress in the economy and democracy there is a thriving
private sector and the economy continues to grow at the turn of the 21st century turkey is the only muslim country with a
democratic political system although turkey belongs to both the west and the east its western credentials are more marked it is
a member of the council of europe north atlantic treaty organization nato and organization for economic cooperation and
development oecd and it is presently carrying out negotiations with the european union eu for accession to that union as a full
member the third edition of the historical dictionary of turkey explores the history of this fascinating country through a
chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries on important persons
places events and institutions as well as on significant political economic social and cultural aspects

Historical Dictionary of Indonesia 2004
indonesia is asia s third largest country in both population and area a sprawling tropical archipelago of some 180 million people
from hundreds of ethnic groups with a complex and turbulent history one of asia s newly industrializing countries it is already a
major economic powerhouse in over 800 clear and succinct entries the dictionary covers people places and organizations as well
as economics culture and political thought from indonesia s ancient history up until the recent past includes a comprehensive
bibliography maps chronology list of abbreviations and appendix of election results and major office holders this second edition
has been thoroughly updated and expanded to cover the events that have occurred in indonesia s history in the past fifteen
years

Historical Dictionary of Medieval Russia 2002
the dictionary covers the history of russia from its founding in the mid ninth century to the reign of peter the great it contains
entries on politics society economy literature religion art

Historical Dictionary of Iceland 2008-10-23
while iceland is the second largest inhabited island in europe with only 313 000 inhabitants in 2007 the icelanders form one of
the smallest independent nations in the world around two thirds of the population lives in the capital reykjav k and its suburbs
while the rest is spread around the inhabitable area of the country until fairly recently the icelandic nation was unusually
homogeneous both in cultural and religious terms in 1981 around 98 percent of the nation was born in iceland and 96 percent
belonged to the lutheran state church or other lutheran religious sects in 2007 these numbers were down to 89 and 86 percent
respectively reflecting the rapidly growing multicultural nature of icelandic society the second edition of the historical dictionary
of iceland traces iceland s history and provides a compass for the direction the country is heading this is done through its
chronology introductory essays appendixes map bibliography and hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries on important
persons places events and institutions and significant political economic social and cultural aspects

Historical Dictionary of Moldova 2007-04-23
the republic of moldova claims a european lineage reaching back in time long before its 14th century accession to statehood in
the 15th century it managed against all odds to avoid being conquered by islam and albeit an intermittent vassal after 1485 it
maintained its autonomy and was never turned into a province of the ottoman empire after this period however moldova would
not be so fortunate as it altered between russian romanian and soviet control until it finally gained its independence in 1991
from the soviet union the second edition of the historical dictionary of moldova through its chronology introduction appendixes
maps bibliography and hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries on important persons places events and institutions and
significant political economic social and cultural aspects traces the history of this small but densely populated country providing
a compass for the direction it is heading

Historical Dictionary of Afghanistan 2021-05-15
historical dictionary of afghanistan fifth edition contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has more than 1 000 cross referenced entries on important personalities as well as aspects of the country s
politics economy foreign relations religion and culture
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Historical Dictionary of Polynesia 2011
this third edition greatly expands on the previous editions through a chronology an introductory essay an expansive bibliography
and over 400 cross referenced dictionary entries on significant persons events places organizations and other aspects of
polynesian history from the earliest times to the present

Historical Dictionary of Togo 2021-04-15
togo s history from precolonial times to the present is one of a struggle for identity and leadership a territory relatively
untouched by neighboring pre colonial empires was colonized by both the germans and the french and even before
independence togo was shaped by the struggle for political control by prominent families since the 1990s widespread political
movements have striven to unseat the ruling gnassingbé family in power for more than 50 years only to be repressed by the
military or thwarted at the ballot box economically more prosperous compared to many of the other countries in the west african
region togo has diversified its economy from an early dependence on phosphates and has navigated trade and foreign relations
remarkably well for a country of only 7 million people with a territory less than a quarter the size of neighboring ghana with at
least 30 ethnic groups and wide array of languages religions and cultural traditions togo is representative of the rich diversity of
contemporary africa and a vibrant illustration of the dual quest for development and democracy that characterizes the west
african region the fourth edition of historical dictionary of togo contains a chronology an introduction an extensive bibliography
and a dictionary section has over 1 000 cross referenced dictionary entries on important personalities politics economy foreign
relations religion and culture this book is an excellent resource for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more
about togo

Historical Dictionary of Turkey 2018-05-23
this fourth edition of historical dictionary of turkey contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and an extensive
bibliography the dictionary section has over 900 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy foreign
relations religion and culture

Historical Dictionary of the League of Nations 2006-01-16
created in 1919 shortly after world war i the league of nations was principally designed to put an end to war but it went into
hibernation when world war ii broke out and was formally wound up in 1946 not having achieved its primary objective it was
deemed a failure however the many accomplishments it did realize certainly allows for arguments against this idea during its
two decade existence the league of nations resolved and defused many conflicts and crises as well as established a rapport
among its members it was also active in many other political social and technical fields including minorities refugees human
rights labor health telecommunications and supervision of former colonial territories which had become mandates above all the
league of nations proved to be training ground for the united nations and the countless other organizations both governmental
and non governmental which now surround us just what the league of nations was able to do during its brief but hectic career is
summed up in this book the dictionary section contains several hundred cross referenced entries on its founders and supporters
its rather small staff and secretariat the various subordinate or related organizations and their overwhelming tasks the historical
background is described in the introduction and plotted year by year in the chronology while the bibliography points to further
reading

Historical Dictionary of Niger 1997
written by one of the foremost authorities on niger and west africa the third edition of the historical dictionary provides an
updated and easy to use single volume reference for scholars of west africa and third world development

Historical Dictionary of Syria 2004
this second edition gives the reader easy access to the history and contemporary situation of one of the world s ancient
civilizations the heart of the work is more than 350 entries on the most influential political figures and events religious groups
and movements economic sectors social institutions and cultural facets the second edition includes nearly 100 entirely new
entries and updates on 43 entries from the first edition an important difference between the two editions is the inclusion of many
more entries on social institutions such as the family and coffeehouses cultural aspects such as art architecture cinema
literature music and theater and economic facets such as inflation corruption the public sector and efforts at reform there is also
expanded coverage on syria s political dynamics with entries on human rights civil society and security forces the only specific
reference work in english this new edition addresses profound changes in syria s domestic and regional circumstances the
domestic political scene witnessed a major transition with the passing of syria s ruler for 30 years hafiz al asad and the
unexpectedly smooth succession of his son bashar as new president in 2000 the regional situation has changed even more since
the first edition came out in 1996 peace talks with israel collapsed in 2000 and three years later the united states invaded iraq
beginning an occupation of syria s neighbor for an indeterminate period with incalculable consequences in addition to the a to z
dictionary the second edition contains a chronology that presents fairly general information on early centuries and becomes
quite detailed for the most recent years the bibliography also reflects significant changes in research on syria not only does the
bibliographical essay highlight important new monographs it introduces the reader to credible internet resources for guides to
travel and popular culture as well as news and statistical data at major international organizations

Historical Dictionary of Mali 2008
the fourth edition of the historical dictionary of mali through its chronology bibliography introductory essay and over 500 cross
referenced dictionary entries on important persons places events and institutions and significant political economic social and
cultural
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Historical Dictionary of Malta 2018-11-10
this third edition of historical dictionary of malta contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has over 300 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy foreign relations religion
and culture

Historical Dictionary of Denmark 1998
reaches well beyond politics and warfare into the economy society art music literature and religion additionally there is a look at
the welfare state and at danish relations with the european union and countries outside of europe

Historical Dictionary of Slovenia 2018-02-22
this third edition of historical dictionary of slovenia contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and an extensive
bibliography the dictionary section has over 500 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy foreign
relations religion and culture

Historical Dictionary of Iraq 2004-03-18
the historical dictionary of iraq begins with the earliest civilizations and covers the many periods that followed ranging from the
history of ancient mesopotamia to the abbasid empire to present day iraq included are a historical overview a country profile a
review of the economy oil fauna and political institution coverage of the iran iraq war and coverage of the kuwait invasion and
the second gulf war and other conflicts the major ethnic groups such as the kurds the turkumans and the assyrians islam and
muslim sects christianity and christian sects as well as other religious groups are profiled dictionary entries also highlight the
main political religious and ideological parties groups and organizations major historical personalities languages literature and
cultural elements a broad range of topics both ancient and modern are dealt with throughout the introduction and the dictionary
and a comprehensive bibliography complements this extensive historical reference

Historical Dictionary of New England 2017-05-01
this second edition of historical dictionary of new england contains a chronology an introduction appendix and an extensive
bibliography the dictionary section has over 700 cross referenced entries on important personalities places institutions and
events

Historical Dictionary of Modern Greece 2009-07-01
located on the southern most tip of the balkan peninsula in europe s southeast greece is a small country of some 11 million
people and while few people have a longer history than the greeks modern greece is a fairly young country having been founded
in 1830 greece has come a long way since then it has been a client state first of britain and then of the united states for much of
its modern existence but now it has secured an equal place at the top tables of nato and the eu the historical dictionary of
modern greece explores the modern history of this country through a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and
hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries on important persons places events and institutions as well as on significant
political economic social and cultural aspects

Historical Dictionary of Costa Rica 1991
entries are clear concise and commendably to date useful for nearly any audience from the secondary level on up an absolute
necessity for any library interested in costa rica arba

Historical Dictionary of Colombia 1977
provides a quick reference to a nation whose history reaches back to 10 000 bc includes material from all major periods 14th
century to the present

Historical Dictionary of Trinidad and Tobago 2018
as separate entities and later a unified state the caribbean islands of trinidad and tobago boast very unique histories initially
claimed by the spanish in 1498 these territories were affected by the imperialist thrusts of various european nations including
the french british and dutch the mercantilist infiltrations of these groups particularly in the 18th century led to the islands
belated development as sugar producers and particularly trinidad as a cradle of migration world war ii and the development of
the oil and tourism industries in the 20th century transformed the economies culture and society of these islands the country
has been one of the most important in the region in relation to economic and political leadership and as a centre of cultural
development historical dictionary of trinidad and tobago contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and an extensive
bibliography the dictionary section has over 500 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy foreign
relations religion and culture this book is an excellent resource for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more
about trinidad and tobago

Historical Dictionary of Norway 2019-10-08
this second edition of historical dictionary of norway contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has over 300 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy foreign relations religion
and culture
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Historical Dictionary of Chile 1987
this fourth edition of the historical dictionary of the sudan covers the history of sudan through a chronology an introductory
essay appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 700 hundred cross referenced entries on
important personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture this book is an excellent access point for students
researchers and anyone wanting to know more about the sudan

Historical Dictionary of the Sudan 2013-03-22
this fourth edition of historical dictionary of australia covers its history through entries on important personalities politics
economy foreign relations religion and culture

Historical Dictionary of Australia 2015
the history of the chinese cultural revolution through a chronology introduction glossary extensive bibliography and more than
400 cross referenced dictionary entries provided by publisher

Historical Dictionary of the Chinese Cultural Revolution 2015
historical dictionary of leibniz s philosophy second edition contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography
the dictionary section has more than 500 cross referenced entries on leibniz s philosophy written work teachers contemporaries
and philosophers influenced by him

Historical Dictionary of Leibniz's Philosophy 2023-04-30
el salvador might be the smallest country in central america by territory but it has had a significant impact on the region and
played an important role in u s foreign policy toward latin america the country s history is intertwined with the struggles for self
determination and sovereignty both from spanish colonial domination and after independence from the rule of foreign caudillos
and its stronger neighbors such as mexico and guatemala the country had an important role in united states policies toward latin
america during the cold war the historical dictionary of el salvador contains a chronology an introduction appendixes and an
extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 200 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy
foreign relations religion and culture this book is an excellent access point for students researchers and anyone wanting to know
more about el salvador

Historical Dictionary of El Salvador 2016-07-26
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